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SKU – Manually Create SKU
To create your SKUs manually, you can enter the [SKU] > [SKU Information] page
and click [+Create SKU] > [Manually Create].

You can input a Seller SKUID (a unique SKU defined for your merchandise) and
SKU Name to create an SKU.

A SKU Barcode is optional. You can use either seller-defined barcode or
GTIN/EAN/UPC as the seller SKU barcode if you do not use OC SKU labels.

Note: Barcodes should consist of more than 15 alphanumeric characters and cannot include spaces and

special characters. If you choose to use your seller SKU barcodes as the identifier to accept and manage

your inventory in the fulfilment Centre, please make sure this barcode is scannable, unique, and clearly

visible on all packages.

For SKU(S) to be shipped in their own packaging, please ensure that a scannable
and unique SKU barcode is clearly visible on each package, to avoid incurring a
VAS labelling charge and possible delays in processing and put-away of your
inbound shipment.

If you choose GTIN, UPC, EAN, seller defined barcodes as your SKU barcode,
please ensure they are unique among all registered SKU(S).

If you are unable to provide a seller SKU barcode, a unique OC SKUID will be
generated for each newly created SKU, and you can print the SKU label under Print
SKU Label.
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The description is optional. This will be used as the declared information with the
last-mile provider if necessary.

After completing the basic information such as SKU Name, Seller SKUID, delivery
Packaging, etc., you can continue to set SKU information which is necessary for
International Service.

Click [Click to select...] to select the destination country/region and set the HS Code manually.
Or as an alternative, you can choose a third-party organization specialized in HS Code
classification to give some advice, as long as you set the Item ID(applied for eBay sellers only)
and then click [HS Code Advice]. The classification advice will take some time to complete.
*If you are not satisfied with the classification advice, you can manually input the HS Code and shift the
Default Setting to [HS Code].
*The classification advice from third-party organizations is for reference only and will ultimately be subject
to the actual determination of Customs.
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If you want to set the same Declared Value for multiple destination countries/regions, you
can check and fill in the amount in [Set declared value for all countries], then click [APPLY].

*The function to set Declared Value for all countries applies to the destination countries/regions that share
the same currency only.

FULFILMENT CENTRE information is mandatory. Please choose the fulfilment
centre for SKU and input the mandatory information under this tab.
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Once done, click ‘Submit & Join EF’ to submit the SKU creation request.
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SKU – Batch Upload via Excel
To upload your SKUs in batch, you can enter the [SKU] > [SKU Information] page
and click [+Create SKU] > [Batch Upload].

Note – Instructions
Please see the "Guidance" page in the template

If you need to upload a picture link, please save the product picture in a URL form in
advance, and then fill the URL into the "SKU Picture and File" page. If you need to
upload files, please save the files in [SKU Information] > [File Management] >
[+Upload Files] and fill in the file number on the "SKU Picture and File" page.
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If you do not have the sales link of the product or the product picture, you can select
the SKU in draft status after SKU creation is completed, and then click [SKU
Information] > [Upload Picture] to upload the picture.
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SKU Register Status & Join EF Status

SKU Register Status & Join EF
SKU Register Status Join EF? Join EF Status
Incomplet

e
Information

Not allowed to move on to Step "3.
Opt-in eBay Fulfilment"

Opt-out

Ready for
Registration

Not allowed to move on to Step "3. Opt
in eBay Fulfillment"

Opt-out

Reject You choose NOT to join EF Opt-out
You choose to Join EF In process

Under Verification You choose NOT to join EF Opt-out
You choose to Join EF In process

Registered You choose to Join EF In process
Failed
Success
Success-stock out

You choose NOT to join EF Opt-out
Opt out failed

Explanation for Join EF Status
You can check the EF Status on the OC platform after getting the overwriting result from eBay.

Explanation for Join EF Status
Join EF Status Explanation
OPT-OUT If the "join EF status" is Opt-out, that means you did not join

eBay fulfilment.

OPT-IN- IN
PROCESS

Scenario 1.
You submit the request to "join EF" for the new SKU, but there
is no inventory in the fulfilment centre for the moment, so the
status will be "in process" till the SKU inventory is available
(after put-away).
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Scenario 2.
You submit the request of "join EF" and the relative SKU
inventory is available in the fulfilment centre. However, it
takes time to match and verify the listing information on the
eBay site based on the linked eBay ID and custom label. Try
to refresh the page 30 minutes later to see if there are any
updates on the status.

OPT-IN-
SUCCESS

Join eBay fulfilment successfully and enable:
- Quantity listing and shipping policy management in the

eBay listing
- eBay transaction order auto-fulfilment
- Order status and eBay inventory synchronization

OPT-IN-
SUCCESS
(STOCKOUT)

Join eBay fulfilment successfully but the current available
inventory is sold out, a seller needs to arrange
replenishment.

OPT IN-FAILED

If the "join EF status" is Failed, the possible reasons are, but
not limited to:
1. More than one listing was found for the SKU
and MarketplaceID.
2. The eBay custom label is invalid.
3. Listing not found for the SKU and MarketplaceID.
4. It looks like you've reached the amount you can list. (Seller
Limit)
(Hit the limit of quantities or total amount=quantities * Selling
price seller can list on eBay site)

OPT OUT-
FAILED

Possible failure reasons are, the listing is not found, hit seller
limit, eBay account issue & etc, the seller has to fix the
problems first.

EF Shipping Service on eBay Site (Join EF Success)

If the shipping service of the eBay listing is Standardversand (eBay Standard) or
Standardversand (eBay Standard International) on the eBay site, then that means the
SKU joined EF successfully. If the shipping service still displays as "DHL Paket, DPD
Classic & etc...." , that means the SKU failed to join EF and OC cannot auto-fulfil the
orders.
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Tips: If you are not sure whether to join EF successfully or not, we can ask the seller for
the listing address (eg: https://www.ebay.co.uk/itm/XXX/373556827375) and help to
check if the shipping service turns to “eBay Standard” or not.
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Join eBay Fulfilment

You can only enroll your SKU(s) in the eBay fulfilment Program once all your SKU(s) have
been successfully registered.

Before opting into eBay fulfilment, please make sure you have linked the corresponding
eBay account with your OC account. You can check your eBay account authorization
status under My Centre > eBay Account Authorization.

a. Join eBay Fulfilment services

Before joining eBay Fulfilment services, please make sure again that your eBay account
has been linked with your OC account.
[Note] Make sure to click 【Out of stock】 on the eBay page to authorize the rewriting, or
else, you may fail in stock rewriting.

Benefits of joining eBay Fulfilment services:
1: Better price, please check the OC Fulfilment service charge list:
https://ocfulfillment.orangeconnex.com/ratecard.html
2: Worry-free auto-performance service
• eBay distribution option and stock auto-management
• eBay order auto-shipping, outbound order real-time status
• eBay offering quantity synchronized with OC distribution centre stock quantity

How to join eBay Fulfilment
You need only to “Set up eBay Fulfilment template”, “Fill in Custom Label”, and “Set up
eBay Fulfilment services”, in order to join eBay Fulfilment.

Set up eBay Fulfilment template
You can enter 【My Centre】>【Preference Setting】 page, click to set up 【Join eBay
Fulfilment Setting】 label, and click 【Create New Template】 to set up eBay Fulfilment
template.
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You can choose to open or close【Auto opt in】switch, to control whether you want to join
eBay Fulfilment with default template in case your goods have Custom Label.

You need to fill in the template name, set up the services/goods to be shipped, and set up
your eBay account details, and then click Save to save your template for future use.
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You may click【Set as default】to set the template as your default template, which may be
listed automatically when you are setting the eBay Fulfilment details, and which will be
also the template you can apply when the goods join eBay Fulfilment by default.

Fill in Custom Label
[Note]: Please make sure the Custom Label you are filling in matches with the eBay data,
and then we will match the auto-shipping eBay listing link with the Custom Label you
provide.

You may enter 【SKU】>【eBay Fulfilment Management】 page, in the 【Custom Label
Required】menu under the 【Not Processed】 label, click 【EDIT CUSTOM LABEL】 to
fill in the Custom Label.
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You may manually fill in the Custom Label or associate the goods with an eBay listing.

Set up eBay Fulfilment services
You may enter【SKU】>【eBay Fulfilment Management】page, in the【Ready to join eBay
Fulfilment】menu under the【Not Processed】 label, click the far right 【JOIN EBAY
FULFILMENT】 in the list of goods, to set up the SKU specific eBay Fulfilment service
details.
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Batch import
You may enter 【SKU】>【eBay Fulfilment Management】page, click 【Batch joining EF
services 】 . You may download the corresponding template as hinted and use such
template to join EF services by batch.
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b. eBay Listing Sync summary

The eBay Listing Sync function is an effective process to create Orange Connex (OC)
SKUs, using data and information already present in your existing eBay listings. This
process will synchronize the SKU data between OC and eBay, reducing the need to enter
the mandatory data that is required for SKUs to be successfully registered on the OC
platform.

Moreover, it is now possible for multiple eBay listings in the same eBay store to link to a
single OC SKU, by use of the same Custom Label. This will be further enhanced by the
eBay launch of multi-listing functions, which are expected to be deployed in Q3 2022.
Pre-requisites

To use the eBay Listing Sync successfully, a number of pre-requisite steps need to be
completed.
An Orange Connex seller account needs to be created and verified.
One or more eBay accounts need to be linked to the OC account. This can be done via
the eBay Account Authorization function in My Centre on the Seller Portal; please see the
screenshot below:

For any assistance with the above steps, please contact the UK Customer Service Team.
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Manual Sync

The first step is to synchronize the data from your eBay store to the OC platform. Please
click the Manual Sync button in the eBay Listing Management section of the OC portal.

Select the eBay store that you wish to synchronize (based on your linked eBay accounts)
and the eBay listing site from which to synchronize the data. Press Sync Now

A progress bar confirms how many SKUs have been synchronized. Once complete, press
Cancel to exit this screen.

If the Manual Sync is not finding some or all of your live eBay listings, please contact the
UK Customer Service Team.
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Set up Each Additional Cost
1. Set up Each Additional Cost for Domestic Shipping Service
You can switch on the button ‘Need Each Additional Cost’ to enable each additional cost
setting. You can input the buyer cost and each additional cost one by one manually or you
can use the ‘Set Uniform Cost’ to set up the buyer pays by batch.

2. Set up Each Additional Cost for International Shipping Service
The ‘Need Each Additional Cost’ button also works for international services. You can
input the buyer cost and each additional cost one by one manually or you can use the ‘Set
Uniform Cost’ to set up the buyer pays by batch.

Creating “Ready to Create” SKUs on the OC platform.

Each eBay listing will be created as a unique SKU on the OC platform. For an eBay
multi-SKU listing, each variation will be created as a unique OC SKU. Each OC SKU
must have a valid custom label, synchronized with its corresponding eBay listing.

Any synced eBay listings with valid custom labels are in the Ready to Create tab on the
eBay listings management screen. As there may be many synchronized listings here, it
is possible to use the filters (such as eBay listing site, eBay account, etc.) to limit the
number of SKUs being created at any one time.
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If, for any reason, there is a need to edit the Custom Label before submitting the SKU for
creation, there are two ways of doing this:

1) Click EDIT to edit the Custom Label for individual SKUs. Pressing CONFIRM will
change the Custom Label on the OC SKU, but also sync this change back to the
corresponding eBay listing, in near-real time.

2) Amend the Custom Labels on the eBay listings, then select the appropriate OC SKUs
and click BATCH REFRESH to synchronize the Custom Label changes from eBay to
the OC SKUs, in near-real time.
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Please note that once OC SKUs have been created and verified, it will not be possible to
amend the Custom Label.

If the Custom Labels are correct, select one or more of the SKUs and click CREATE OC
SKU.

An intermediate screen will advise if any mandatory data needs to be added (e.g. whether
batteries are required). Once any missing mandatory information has been successfully
entered, the SKUs can be submitted for verification. The verification process typically
takes up to one business day to complete.

Updating missing Custom Labels

Each OC SKU must contain a Custom Label, although historically this has not been a
mandatory piece of information on eBay listings. The eBay Listing Sync process
identifies any listings with missing Custom Labels and moves them to the Custom Label
Required tab.

There are two ways to add the Custom Label

1) Click EDIT to edit the Custom Label for individual SKUs. Pressing CONFIRM will
change the Custom Label on the OC SKU, but also sync this change back to the
corresponding eBay listing, in near-real time.
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2) Amend the Custom Labels on the eBay listings, then select the appropriate OC SKUs
and click BATCH REFRESH to synchronize the Custom Label changes from eBay to
the OC SKUs, in near-real time.

Please note that once OC SKUs have been created and verified, it will not be possible to
amend the Custom Label.

Once the Custom Labels have been successfully updated, the SKUs will move to the
Ready to Create tab and can be submitted for verification as outlined in the Creating
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“Ready to Create” SKUs on the OC platform section above.

Handling duplicated Custom Labels

eBay and OC now allow Custom Labels to be duplicated on more than one OC SKU and
duplicates are identified in the Duplicated Custom Labels tab.

Before the SKU can be created on the OC platform, it is necessary to confirm whether the
duplication is the result of a listing error, or whether it is intended.
Duplicated Custom Labels in error.

It is possible that the Custom Label has been duplicated because of errors on the eBay
listings and that different Custom Labels are required for these SKUs.

There are two ways to edit the Custom Label

1) Click EDIT to edit the Custom Label for individual SKUs. Pressing CONFIRM will
change the Custom Label on the OC SKU, but also sync this change back to the
corresponding eBay listing, in near-real time.

2) Amend the Custom Labels on the eBay listings, then select the appropriate OC SKUs
and click BATCH REFRESH to synchronize the Custom Label changes from eBay to
the OC SKUs, in near-real time.
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Please note that once OC SKUs have been created and verified, it will not be possible to
amend the Custom Label.
Once the Custom Labels have been successfully updated, the SKUs will move to the
Ready to Create tab and can be submitted for verification as outlined in the Creating
“Ready to Create” SKUs on the OC platform section above.

Confirming duplicated Custom Labels

It is now possible for multiple eBay listings in the same eBay store to link to a single OC
SKU, by use of the same Custom Label. This will be further enhanced by the eBay launch
of multi-Listing functions, which are expected to be deployed in Q3 2022.

This means that duplicated Custom Labels found by the eBay Listing Sync process could
be intended, but this needs to be confirmed before the OC SKUs can be created.

If a duplicated Custom Label corresponds to an existing OC SKU, this will be highlighted
against the listing. Click CONFIRM DUPLICATION to confirm that the Custom Labels are
deliberately duplicated and should correspond to the same OC SKU. As the base OC SKU
already exists, there is no need to submit the duplicated SKUs for separate verification.

If duplicate Custom Labels are identified by the eBay Listing Sync process, but no OC
SKU yet exists with this Custom Label, a base OC SKU must be created. Click Create OC
SKU to create this SKU. An intermediate screen will advise if any mandatory data needs
to be added (e.g. whether batteries are required). Once any missing mandatory
information has been successfully entered, the SKUs can be submitted for verification.
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The verification process typically takes up to one business day to complete.

Once the base OC SKU has been created, its OC SKUID is displayed against the
remaining listings with duplicated Custom Labels; click CONFIRM DUPLICATION to link
these to the base SKU, as outlined above.

c. This will bring you to ‘set up Shipping Service’, you will need to Action which
shipping services you would like you offer your buyers.

If you only select one from all available services, this service will be offered as free
shipping to your buyers on your eBay listing.

Meanwhile, if you select two or more optional services, the most economical shipping
service defaults as free shipping to your buyers on your eBay listing. You will need to set
the delivery fees for all other delivery services selected.
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Join US eF:

Set up Shipping Service and Shipping Costs:
- Same Shipping Service: Must set up Shipping Costs for all Zone chart
- Different Shipping Service: The shipping cost for the same zone chart should be
ECO< STD < EXP
* Estimated Fulfilment Fee is calculated from the New Jersey fulfilment centre.

OC will update EDD to eBay according to the actual inventory. This way has more
advantages than non-eF service on eBay.

d. Click Next after the domestic shipping service has been selected. Set up eBay
fulfilment.

e. Select fulfilment centre.
f. Input your eBay listing SKU. Your eBay listing SKU should match the custom label
updated in your eBay listing details. We will use the eBay SKU ID/Custom Label you
supplied to identify the active listing and enable auto-fulfilment.

g. eBay Fulfilment Details displays all eBay accounts already linked with your OC
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account ID related to this eBay listing SKU, you can choose to join eBay fulfilment by each
eBay account.

h. Click Submit.

You can also batch set up the eBay fulfilment Program through SKU > SKU Information
by clicking Batch Set Up EF Service.
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i. Click the template and fill in the corresponding information, Input fulfilment service
information.

j. Opt-in/Opt-out eBay fulfilment.

Note: This Template will allow you to enable the EF Program as well as select your shipping services

Your selected shipping service(s) will be displayed on eBay listings when SKUs have successfully opted

into eBay Fulfilment.
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k. Click Upload – Import after finishing all the inputs, if your import is successful, you
will see a prompt notification on the page.

If any entry fails to import, you can click download and check the error indications, fix
them, and then upload it again.

Once you have completed this process you will be able to check the status of your eBay
fulfilment SKU(s) enrollment under SKU > SKU Information.

A summary of your SKU enrollment result will be sent to you daily through both an email
and an In Mail.
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SKU Status

All SKUs in the Orange Connex Fulfilment Platform are assigned one of the following
statuses:
• NOT ENABLED: The SKU has been drafted and further information is required
before registration can be completed.
• READY FOR REGISTRATION: All required info has been filled in. You can still edit all
the information or submit it for registration.
• UNDER VERIFICATION: The SKU is under verification.
• REGISTERED: The SKU has been successfully registered. You can go on to prepare
your inbound shipments.
• REJECTED: The SKU did not pass our verification. You can edit and resubmit.

Note By choosing to opt-in to eBay fulfilment:

a. OC will recognize your intent to join the eBay fulfilment Program with the selected
SKUs, no other SKUs are affected.
b. If you do not have inventory available in the fulfilment warehouse for this SKU, you
will need to send your first inbound order. This will be your first placement of the SKU
inventory into the fulfilment program.
c. Once your inbound order is received at the fulfilment warehouse, verified, and put
away into a pickable location, the new inventory becomes sellable on eBay.
d. OC will notify eBay of the available inventory quantity and indicate that you have
opted into the eBay fulfilment Program for this SKU.
e. eBay will use the eBay SKU ID/Custom Label you supplied to OC as part of the SKU
registration to identify the active listing you have for this SKU on eBay.
f. It is very important that the SKU ID you provided to OC matches the Seller
SKU/Custom Label provided on your eBay listing or your listing will not be found.
g. Quantity will only be updateable via the OC automated inventory update. (See
special note below for Multi-SKU / Multi-Variant listings.)
h. eBay will update the eBay fulfilment listing quantity with the available inventory
provided by OC and will continue to automatically update inventory as OC reports
changes in sellable inventory levels.
i. Your SKU is ready and future buyers’ orders will be automatically processed and
fulfilled by OC with no requirement for Seller interaction.

Special note of restriction condition for Multi-SKU / Multi-Variant Listings

As an eBay fulfilment listing, multi-SKU listings carry additional restrictions and
requirements be- yond SKU/Custom Label and sellable quantity restrictions of standard
listings. In addition to those restrictions, multi-SKU listings also have the following:

a. All Variants in the listing Must be opted into the eBay fulfilment program.
b. All Variant items Must have a clear listing.
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c. All Variants without inventory in the fulfilment warehouse will have sellable inventory
set to 0 once the first SKU of a respective multi-SKU listing has moved to the eBay
fulfilment program. You will not be able to:

• Remove a variation from the listing.
• Change variation specifications (IE: change color from red to blue).
• Add additional variations.

To remove these restrictions, you will have to unenroll each SKU variant from the eBay
fulfilment program on OC and allow OC to pass the update to eBay removing the eBay
fulfilment Flag from the listing.
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Error Information

Join EF Failure Reason & Error Message (Failed to Join EF)

If failed to join EF, you can define the failure reason by “ERROR MESSAGE”, which is
visible on the OC platform (SKU Information => Select SKU => 3. Opt-in eBay
fulfilment)

Frequently Asked Error Code & Suggestions
Error ID Error Message Suggestions

400005 Listing not found for the SKU and

Marketplace ID.

Check if bind the correct custom label to the SKU on

the OC Platform or if you listed this SKU under eBay

ID.

400006 More than one listing was found for the SKU

and Marketplace ID.

More than one listing for the SKU under one eBay ID, so

got the error message from eBay, try to edit the listing to

make sure that only one listing is under one eBay ID for

the same SKU.
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400008 The SKU specified is a parent SKU for the MSKU

listing

For the Multi-SKU listing, the seller does not need to fill

out the custom label on the main page. Please refer to

Linki’s email dated on 15Oct, email subject is “Parent

SKU & Variation SKU”

21919188 It looks like you've reached the amount you can

list.

eBay ID hit the limit of quantities or total amount

(quantities * Selling price) you can list on the eBay site,

recommend contacting the eBay team to get it settled.

21920290 eBay fulfilment cannot be applied to an item

when there is a pending offer

You need to set the offer as automatically accept the price

or turn off the "Best offer" function.

240 The item cannot be listed or modified. The title

and/or description may contain improper words,

or the listing or seller may be in violation of

eBay's policy

There should be some problems with eBay ID, you need

to solve them with the eBay Team for further action.

For more details of the error ID and error message, please refer to the table below
eBay Error ID Solver Long Error Msg Display in OC Platform

400001 OC IT

Internal System Error, please try again. If the issue persists, Contact

eBay Developer Technical Support for assistance.
Please contact our customer service for more details.

400002 Seller This is an invalid value for a SKU. Only alphanumeric characters can be

used for SKUs, and their length must be between 1 and 50 characters.

eBay custom label is invalid. Only alphanumeric

characters can be used for eBay custom labels, and

their length must be between 1 to 50 characters.

400003 Seller Marketplace Id is missing or invalid. Please contact our customer service for more details.

400004 CS/OC IT Quantity must be equal or greater than 0 Please contact our customer service for more details.

400005 Seller Listing not found for the SKU and Marketplace ID. Listing not found for the SKU and Marketplace ID.

400006 Seller More than one listing was found for the SKU and Marketplace ID. More than one listing was found for the SKU and

Marketplace ID.

21919188 Seller/eBay It looks like you've reached the amount you can list.

It looks like you've reached the amount you can list.

Request to list more, please visit

https://scgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?UpgradeLimits

&appId=0&refId=19.

100001 Seller The shipping policy provided is not in the system Please contact our customer service for more details.

100002 OC IT The issue processing the request, Please try later Please contact our customer service for more details.

100003 Seller Seller Id is not valid, please check the request

eBay account was blocked or suspended, please check
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your eBay account's status.

100008 Seller

Policy not found for the particular SKU-seller Id-marketplace Id

combination
Please contact our customer service for more details.

100009 Seller The marketplace Id passed could not be found in the system Please contact our customer service for more details.

100010 Seller

The currency passed could not be found in the system, please check

the request
Please contact our customer service for more details.

100011 Seller The currency passed is not valid for the marketplace Id Please contact our customer service for more details.

100013 Seller The shipping cost passed is not a valid value, Please check the request Please contact our customer service for more details.

100014 Seller Empty SKU or SKU is too long (50 Unicode Chars limit), Please check

the SKU ID passed

Please contact our customer service for more details.

100017 OC IT/eBay Policy details are empty or not in the correct format, Please check the

request

Please contact our customer service for more details.

100020 Seller The Domestic Standard Shipping policy charge should be 0, Please

check the request

Please contact our customer service for more details.

500 OC IT/eBay

There seems to be an issue with the application. Please try once

again
Please contact our customer service for more details.

240 Seller

The item cannot be listed or modified. The title and/or description may

contain improper words, or the listing or seller may be in violation of

eBay policy.

The item cannot be listed or modified. The title and/or

description may contain improper words, or the listing

or seller may be in violation of eBay policy.

515 Seller The quantity must be a valid number greater than 0.

Quantity 0 cannot be updated to an eBay listing when

the eBay account doesn't set an out-of-stock option.

Please change your eBay account settings to avoid

oversales on eBay.

21920290 Seller eBay fulfilment cannot be applied to an item when there is a pending

offer.

eBay Fulfilment cannot be applied to an item when

there is a pending offer. Please respond to the

buyer's offer at eBay ASAP.

400008 Seller Auction Listing cannot join EF

Special Cases

a. If the SKU linked with custom label A joined EF successfully, you need to change the
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custom label to custom label B on the OC platform. Also, you must opt out of EF under all
eBay IDs first, and then change the custom label from A to B on the OC platform and join
EF again.
b. For one SKU, if you create a new listing under one linked eBay ID (there was no
listing under this eBay ID before), you have to opt in EF on the OC platform to trigger the
synchronization, otherwise the new listing will not be overwritten.
c. If you end the listing before the action of opt-out, then you will receive the feedback of
“opt-out failed” on the OC platform, and the error message is “400005 Listing not found for
the SKU and Marketplace ID”, as the listing does not exist and cannot be found anymore.
After you create a new listing, you can select to join EF again to activate and overwrite the
new listing.
d. Even if one SKU under one eBay account ID joined EF successfully (Join EF Status =
OPT IN – SUCCESS), there still might be an error ID & error message displaying on the
page of the OC platform, because QTY will be overwritten and validated in the following
cases, a) Nightly sync
b) Auto-fulfill but QTY<=10 c) Manually or 3PP order created d) New inbound shipments
put- away. If an error is found when overwriting QTY to eBay, then an error message will
be displayed to you on the OC platform, although the Join EF status is still “OPT
IN-SUCCESS”. Please check the Join EF Status and fix the relative problems and then
opt in again.

e. If there is existing listing A under eBay ID A for one SKU after opt-in EF, you create
another duplicated listing B under the same eBay ID A, we will not recognize listing B and
will not auto-fulfill any orders coming from listing B.
f. If you need to cancel the linkage for authorized eBay account, you have to opt-out EF
for all the SKUs under the relative eBay account on the OC platform first.
g. If the linkage between OCID and eBay account turns out to be invalid due to some
reasons, for example, you cancel the authorization from the eBay site or the token is
expired, OC could not auto- fulfill the orders from then on even if there is still EF flag on
eBay site.
h. If the overselling case takes place, there might be several reasons below but not
limited to:
• There are some issues with the eBay ID (240 error code), QTY 0 cannot be
overwritten to eBay. You should opt out of EF, if unable to, then you will need to end the
listing to stop overselling.
• *“Commit to Buy”, eBay will deduct inventory if receives a “commit to buy” order, but
OC only deducts inventory after the buyer paid for the order, if the buyer does not pay for
the order, then the discrepancy will happen between OC and eBay. However, OC will
overwrite QTY to eBay by “nightly sync”, if the “commit to buy” order is finally paid by the
buyer while OC inventory there is 0, then overselling takes place.
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*Commit to Buy order will be automatically closed after 36 days, but you can set up
pending days in the “Unpaid Item Assistant Preferences”.
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SKU – Batch Upload via Excel
To import your SKUs from eBay listing, you can enter the [SKU] > [SKU Information]
page and click [+Create SKU] > [Import from eBay Listing]. Or enter [SKU] > [eBay
Listing Management] page.

Your listing information under your eBay account will be synchronized to the list
automatically. You can also click [MANUAL SYNC] to synchronize eBay listings
manually.
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Choose the eBay listings you want to convert to SKUs under [eBay Listing Details] >
[Ready to Create] > Click [Create OC SKU] and then you can have your OC SKUs
created.

Tips:
If your eBay listing has several variations, we will set OC SKUID for each variation.
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Exception Handling

1. Duplicate Custom Label

If your eBay listings have duplicate custom labels or have the same custom label as

the existing OC SKU has, the listing information will go to the [Duplicate Custom

Labels] tab and need your action

1）If your eBay listings have duplicate custom labels, you can [EDIT CUSTOM LABEL]

or choose one of the listings to create an OC SKU.
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2）If your eBay listings have the same custom labels as the existing OC SKU, you can edit

the custom label or click [CONFIRM DUPLICATION] to link the listing to the existing

OC SKU.

2. Custom Label Required

If you have eBay listings without custom labels, you will find the listings under the

[Custom Label Required] tab and input your custom labels.

Click [EDIT & UPDATE] and you can edit your custom label. We will also update the

custom label to eBay then.
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You can also Click [BATCH REFRESH] to refresh the updated custom labels on the eBay

website.
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Troubleshooting for eBay Listing

Edit EF listing
After joining EF, you will not be able to edit the elements listed below:
• Offer format
• Listing duration
• Quantity
• Shipping option
• Item SKU (custom label)
• Variation SKU
• Add/delete variation
• Add/delete variation specifics
• Add/delete variation pictures

If you would like to edit any information as above, you need to opt out of EF on the OC
platform before editing the listing on eBay.

Best Offer
If there is an open offer, the listing quantity is not able to be overwritten, which means
cannot join EF successfully. You need to set the offer as an automatically accepted price
or turn off the "Best offer" function to make sure that there is no pending offer in the listing.

Out of Stock (OOS)
If OOS is not enabled, when inventory reaches 0, OC is not able to overwrite 0 to the
listing. You need to enable “Out of stock” in eBay site preference.
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Single-SKU Listing
You can only bind the SKU to one listing under the same eBay account, which means a
duplicated listing is not acceptable under the same eBay ID.

Multi-SKU Listing
For a multi-SKU listing, all SKUs on the same listing must join EF, otherwise, non-EF SKU
will be overwritten as 0 inventory. On the other hand, you need to set up the same
shipping option and cost for all SKUs, otherwise, eBay will take the first SKU which has
stock as default to display on the view item page (VIP). On the check-out page, buyers
can see different shipping options according to “ship to address”.

Auction Listing
Auction listing is not supported to join EF, which means the order coming from the auction
listing cannot be auto-fulfilled. If you create both an auction listing and a fixed-priced
listing, it won’t be treated as a duplicated listing, because the auction listing will be ignored
directly.

EF Overwriting Mechanism

Join EF (*EDD & *QTY Overwriting)
If you trigger the “join EF”, normally OC will overwrite the data on eBay within 5 minutes
and will get the feedback from eBay within the next 15-20 minutes.

Change Shipping Option (*EDD Overwriting)
After joining EF, the shipping service on the eBay site will be overwritten as eBay
Standard or eBay Standard International. If you change the shipping service, international
countries, shipping cost, or currency, after submitting the request on the OC platform, OC
will overwrite the data on eBay within 30 minutes and will get feedback from eBay within
the next 15-20 minutes.

Listing Quantities Synchronization (*QTY Overwriting)
Auto-fulfill (QTY>10)
If it’s auto-fulfill order and inventory quantities > 10, OC and eBay will deduct inventory
separately, and OC will overwrite quantities to eBay by *nightly sync.
Auto-fulfill (QTY<10)
If it’s auto-fulfill order and inventory quantities < =10, OC will overwrite quantities to eBay
in 5 minutes to prevent overselling.

Manually or 3PP
If it’s a manually created order or created in 3PP, OC will overwrite quantities to eBay in 5
minutes.

New Inbound Shipments Put-away
If new inbound shipments are put away, OC will overwrite quantities to eBay in 5 minutes.
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*EDD = Shipping Option (Including shipping service, international countries, shipping cost or currency)

*QTY = Inventory Quantities

*Nightly Sync happens once a day at 00:00 a.m. CET, OC will overwrite QTY to eBay for the EF listing

(Join EF SUCCESS).
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